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Around 40% of flowering plants exhibit a preference for self-incompatibility systems (SI) on a
macro-evolutionary scale. The dynamics of SI and self-compatible systems (SC) alleles can lead to
the fixation of one genotype or coexistence, depending on factors like inbreeding depression and initial
fractions. For the first time, we explore the dynamics of self-incompatible (SI) and self-compatible
(SC) alleles in the presence of competitors, studying the relationship between population structure
and SI frequency. Our numerical simulations consider non-instantaneous coupling between patches,
focusing on a regime where the competitor’s fitness falls between inbred and outbred fitness. In
this regime, SI, SC, and competitors exhibit repeating cycles of rock-paper-scissors dynamics both
spatially and temporally. We find well-mixed environment leads to lower fractional population
density of the focal species. Additionally in this regime, a paradoxical result emerges: in stress-free
regions favorable to SI, the focal species may lose to the competitor.

I. INTRODUCTION

Sexually reproducing organisms face competing selec-
tive pressures when choosing between selfing and out-
breeding. Selfing alleles allow their pollen to fertilize
their own eggs in addition to the eggs of any other indi-
viduals that will accept them. This increases the male
reproductive success of selfers relative to outcrossers be-
cause outcrosser pollen can only fertilize the eggs of other
individuals. However, in contrast to the selective pres-
sure that favors selfing, the detrimental effects of reduced
genetic diversity select for outcrossing. In the absence
of any additional constraints, depending on the exact
value of inbreeding depression, either self-compatible (SC)
or self-incompatible (SI) strategies will be fixed in the
population [1].
In plants, the presence of many flowers on the

same individual creates an opportunity to self-fertilize
(geitonogamy). To avoid self-fertilization, plants employ
numerous physical and life-history mechanisms to reduce
the amount of self-pollen deposited on the stigma.[2] In ad-
dition, numerous plant taxa have homomorphic molecular
recognition mechanisms to identify and reject self-pollen
at the cellular level. Around 39% of the flowering plant
species have some mechanism of self incompatibility [3].
In this study, we focus on the gametophytic self-

incompatibility (GSI) system. In GSI systems, a single,
highly multiallelic locus (S locus) is used to mark, identify
and then reject pollen from the same plant that produced
it. They function by interrogating the haploid genotype
of the pollen against both the alleles of the diploid parent
plant (Fig 1a). If the S locus allele on the pollen has a
functioning SI mechanism (I) and it matches with itself
on the stigma, it is rejected. However unlike any of the
self-incompatible alleles (I), pollen containing the self-
compatible allele (C) at the S locus will not be rejected
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by the same plant and is free to self-fertilize. The possi-
ble fertilizations and the resultant genotypes of the GSI
system are shown in Fig 1b. This dynamics is modelled
by Eq 1. These types C alleles result in both the CC and
IC individuals exhibiting an SC phenotype, while only
individuals with an II genotype lead to SI.

SI is achieved through complex molecular cascades.
Loss of function of certain genes in this cascade results
in the formation of an SC allele [4]. In general, once
most types of loss-of-function mutations are fixed, the
restoration of function is difficult. While certain specific
kinds of SI-SC mutations may be more easily reversible
[5], analysis of the Solanaceae family has revealed that
in practice, the transition from SI to SC is irreversible
[6]. The repeated, irreversible transition from SI to SC
by loss of function mutations and a subsequent selective
sweep in the species should predict that the number of
SC species must keep increasing relative to the SI species.
However, the currently observed abundance of SI across
many taxa is maintained by species level selection over a
macroevolutionary timescale: SC species go extinct at a
higher rate compared to SI species and SI species have a
greater adaptive radiation into daughter species[7].

In this study, we explore the effect of a similar phe-
nomenon, but at an ecological time scale. We explore
the interaction between interspecific competition and the
dynamics of SI-SC alleles. Natural habitats are tangled
banks of multiple species with overlapping niches. Di-
versity is maintained by a number of equalizing factors
(sensu Chesson, 2000 [8] ) that bring the effective fitnesses
of different species in an environment close to each other.
Given that the effects of inbreeding depression is mod-
ulated by changes in the environment and competition
[9][10], it should be expected that in some habitats, com-
petitor species that are otherwise barely excluded from
the niche of the focal species will have fitnesses higher
than that of inbred individuals but still lower than that
of an outcrossed individuals of the focal species. This
study aims to examine the allele dynamics in such habi-
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tats where the fitness of a competitor species is bracketed
by that of the outcrossed and selfed individuals of the
focal species. We call this regime the rock-paper-scissors
regime.
Previous work such as [11], [12] has shown that SI

and SC alleles can coexist under certain circumstances.
However they predict that coexistence will break down
in the presence of very high selfing rates, low inbreeding
depression and no sheltered load. This study takes these
conditions where SI and SC are predicted to not coexist
and see how it will interact with interspecific competi-
tion. Additionally, this study explicitly models the effects
of limited dispersal and population structure to better
mimic nature where ecological and evolutionary dynamics
happens in the context of diverse interspecies interac-
tions and across large geographical distances between the
subpopulations of the global metapopulation of a species.

FIG. 1. Gametophytic Self Incompatibility
Fig 1a: Mechanism of Gametophytic Self Incompat-
ibility (GSI). Haploid pollen expresses a single identity-
determining motif interrogated by both alleles in the diploid
maternal tissue. If the pollen matches either maternal deter-
minant, fertilization is prevented. Pollen not matching either
determinant is allowed to fertilize the egg. Fig 1b: Model
representation used in this study. The self-compatible
allele ‘C’ dominates over the self-incompatible allele ‘I’. Het-
erozygous individuals (IC genotype) are self-compatible, ac-
cepting their own ‘C’ pollen. All genotypes contribute to a
pollen pool, and eggs of self-incompatible individuals (II geno-
type) are fertilized with pollen of either genotype based on
relative ratios in the total pollen pool.

II. THEORY AND METHODS

This study uses an individual-based simulation to ana-
lyze the problem of the coexistence of SI and SC alleles
in a GSI system. We divide the environment into cells
that can be occupied by either a single individual of the
competitor species or by one of the genotypes of the focal

species (see Table 1 for abbreviations and conventions).
For the results presented in this paper, unless specified
otherwise, the cells are arranged in a ring to model the
perimeter of a contiguous environment. The simulation
advances in discrete timesteps that correspond to genera-
tions.

In each generation, pollen containing I or C alleles is
created from every individual of the focal species. This
pollen is dispersed to the neighbouring cells within a cer-
tain radius proportional to a dispersal kernel. Specifically,
we choose the kernel to be an exponential power distri-
bution (a.k.a. the generalized normal distribution) with
β = 0.4. This choice is based on the results of [13] who
found that the heavy tailed generalized normal with a
β < 1 best fits the observed dispersal in nature.

The SI plants of the focal species use this pollen to
fertilize their eggs and create seeds. The inability of the
SI plants to fertilize themselves is modeled by creating a
notch at the center of the dispersal kernel: since the pollen
from a plant can’t fertilize its own eggs, the situation is
equivalent to the pollen never diffusing onto the source
plant itself. The pool of I and C pollen that has landed
on every cell is now used to fertilize the eggs of the focal
species in the cell. SI individuals will fertilize their eggs
with either C or I pollen in proportion to the quantity
of the two types of pollen that have landed on the plant.
The total amount of seeds that are produced by an SI
plant is also a function of the total amount of pollen that
has landed on the cell to simulate the effects of pollen
limitation on seed set. For the results shown here, the
an SI plant is assumed to have enough pollen to fertilize
99% of its eggs if it is within one σ of the pollen dispersal
kernel of another conspecific. The SC plants are assumed
to completely fertilize their own eggs: i.e prior selfing
is modelled here instead of competing selfing or delayed
selfing.

Note that while pollen discounting (reduction in the
ability of selfers to disperse their pollen due to selfing
adaptations) can be an important driver in the evolution
of self incompatibility [14], in this study, we assume that
there were no marginal pollen discounting effects in the
SC plants because the C alleles that are under examina-
tion act via molecular recognition of previously deposited
pollen. Non-homomorphic traits, such as variations in
flower morphology, may simultaneously affect the rate of
selfing and the level at which selfing reduces the spread
of pollen to other plants. For example, they may affect
the amount by which the pollen deposited on a pollinator
is removed by the stigma of the same flower. However,
the mutations in the molecular recognition pathway that
act solely post-pollination have no marginal effects on the
pollen dispersal.

Each individual of the focal species is marked as inbred
or outbred based on whether they are a product of selfing
or outcrossing. Inbred individuals could suffer a penalty in
the amount of seeds and pollen they produce or in the level
of recruitment to the next generation. Unlike in previous
work [11], we choose to model inbreeding depression as a
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reduction in the overall growth rate instead of modeling
it as a process that is driven primarily by recessive lethals
affecting germination of the seeds [15].

A simplifying assumption is made that the level of in-
breeding depression will not compound over generations:
the reduction in fitness of an inbred plant compared to an
outbred plant is assumed to be the same irrespective of
whether the plant is derived from one generation or from
multiple generations of selfing. Additionally, the depres-
sion is assumed to be resistant to purging (i.e. successive
generations of inbreeding cannot completely eliminate
the deleterious alleles responsible for depression) and any
depression that has accumulated due to inbreeding can
be completely restored after outcrossing (i.e. outcrossed
offspring of inbred parents have the same fitness as other
outcrossed individuals).

Biologically, these approximations have empirical jus-
tification [16, 17] and will be caused by the depression
being driven by numerous loci, with each locus having
a small effect that are under selection for heterozygosity.
This could be because of either natural selection directly
favouring diversity of alleles at that locus (overdominance)
or because there are weak deleterious mutations that are
linked in repulsion (pseudo overdominance)[17–19]. Even
in the absence of pseudo overdominance, if inbreeding
depression is caused by mutations of small effect it will
be resistant to purging. Previous work has shown that
when weak effect mutations are explicitly simulated, the
difference in behaviour due to approximating inbreeding
depression as fixed is negligible.[20] Empirical work has
shown that the effects of inbreeding does not show up
as large effect mutations that limit the viability or ger-
mination of the seeds of plants, but instead acts later in
life.[15] Recent theoretical work has also suggested that
the presence of multiple types of mutations that act at
different life stages will interact with each other to inter-
fere with the purging of late acting small effect mutations
[21, 22].

The offspring produced by selfing will have reduced
fitness FInbred which is the same as 1− δ, where δ is the
inbreeding depression. This term captures all the effects
starting from the fertilization to the next gametogenesis,
i.e., the product of reduction in seed-set, survival, and
recruitment, or it can be used to capture the effects of
reduction in post recruitment biomass and flowering. We
use this form of representing the depression instead of
the conventionally used δ because it makes it easier to
compare its interaction with the fitness of the competitor
species (FCompetitor) since that is the focus of this study.

Next, the seeds produced by each plant are dispersed
to their neighboring cells within a certain range via a seed
dispersal kernel which is also chosen to be an exponential
power distribution with β = 0.4 [13]. For the results
shown below, the seed dispersal radius was set to be
one third that of the pollen dispersal radius, though
the results are qualitatively robust to variations in this
ratio. The dispersion radius determines how well-mixed
the environment is; specifically, the smaller the dispersal

radius relative to the total environment, the less well
mixed the environment is.

In every generation, there is a probability that a small
number of seeds of any type is added to the environment at
a random location to represent the effects of immigration
from a different environment that is not contiguous with
this one and has only a weak level of coupling. Since
we do not explicitly model the presence of S alleles and
the genetic architecture of inbreeding depression, we have
taken care to use this pulsed immigration (resembling
variations in faraway populations) instead of immigration
of individual seeds. This is so that any results that we
observe will not be confounded by colonization happening
with just two SI seeds which will produced a bottle necked
population that falls outside the approximations of the
model.
After each generation, the plants in each cell are re-

placed with a new individual randomly recruited from
the pool of seeds that have landed in that cell with a
probability proportional to the density of that type of
seed.

III. RESULTS

The description of the rock-paper-scissors dynamics
for a single cycle is presented in section IIIA. Then, we
discuss how this cycles reinitiates to repeat itself in section
III B. Finally, we describe how the repeated cycles develop
temporal and spatial structure in section III C.

A. Dynamics in a single Rock-Paper-Scissors cycle

In our study we focus on the regime where the competi-
tor’s fitness is bracketed by the fitness of the outbred and
the inbred individuals of the focal species: i.e., FOutbred >
FCompetitor > FInbred > FThreshold. In this regime the dy-
namics goes as follows: because FOutbred > FCompetitor, a
purely SI (and hence outbreeding) population of the focal
species can invade and replace the competitor. Addition-
ally, since FInbred > FThreshold, any introduction of a C al-
lele to the population of the focal species will result in the
I allele being driven extinct and the focal species becom-
ing purely SC. However, because FCompetitor > FInbred, a
population of pure SC focal species will be vulnerable to
invasion by the competitor. This results in the pure states
of either SI(II), SC(CC) or the competitor being unstable
because an invasion of a small number of individuals with
a superior strategy can causes the population to move to
a different state. We call this regime of cyclic dominance
the “rock-paper-scissors” regime. A classical rock-paper-
scissors system is characterised by a cyclic dominance
between the different players where all three players have
positive and negative frequency dependant effects on each
other. In this case, the population will undergo sustained
oscillations between the different species [23]. However, in
our system there are no asymmetric frequency dependent
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Focal species The species in which we are examining the SI-SC dynamics

Competitor A species that can exploit the niche of the focal species, but has lower fitness in that niche

GSI Gametophytic Self Incompatibility

SI Self Incompatible

SC Self Compatible

I Any of the SI alleles at the GSI locus

C Any SC allele at the GSI locus

II,IC,CC The three genotypes of the focal species, or their respective frequencies depending on context.
II is shorthand for any heterozygote with genotype IxIy where Ix, Iy are each I alleles.

Fx The relative fitness of a genotype or species x , normalized to the fitness of the outbred focal species.

δ Inbreeding depression. FInbred = 1− δ

pI The fraction of pollen that has an I allele

TABLE I. Terms, Abbreviations and Symbols.

relationships between the competitor and either genotype
of the focal species. Due to this, any mixed population of
all three types will eventually converge to a pure competi-
tor state. Unlike the classic system of rock-paper-scissors,
the dynamics needs to be reinitiated and we discuss this
mechanism in section III B.
The dynamic in a single cycle of rock-paper-scissors

happens as follows: the effective growth rate of SI indi-
viduals is reduced in proportion to the allele frequency of
C, while the growth rate of SC individuals is enhanced
by the same amount. In each generation, an increasing
fraction of the SI is converted to outbred SC individuals
with the same fitness as the SI. In a generation after SI
has be driven to extinction, all SC will be inbred. While
the competitor cannot outgrow the outbred SI and out-
bred SC of the focal species, it will outcompete inbred
SC due to the difference in their fitness. Once sufficient
inbreeding depression sets in, the patch is replaced by
a competitor that was held in check for its mild disad-
vantage compared to the outbred individuals of the focal
species. Eventually, in a finite population, SC (and hence
the focal species) will be driven extinct. We see this dy-
namics in our numerical simulation outlined in section
II.

B. Re-ignition of the Rock-Paper-Scissors cycle

When the patch is completely occupied by the competi-
tor, it can eventually be invaded by SI individuals. Since
the fitness of SI is greater than that of the competitor, SI
will replace the competitor gradually, and reset the cycle
described above. Note that only the pure competitor state
is vulnerable to being invaded by SI and is a necessary

condition for re-ignition. In a patch which is in the rock-
paper-scissors fitness regime, if there are any remaining
SC individuals of the focal species e.g., due to insufficient
time passing for the cycle to complete, or due to suffi-
cient external migration that continuously repopulates
SC, the patch will be resistant to the invasion of SI. Since
the inbred focal species will not be able to grow faster
than the competitor, the population of the focal species
will remain suppressed and the cycle will not re-initiate.
However, note that if external migration is low enough
that stochastic variations allow the local population to
be extirpated, a small introduction of SI will lead to the
re-initiation of the cycle. When the radius of dispersal is
small relative to the total size of the contiguous environ-
ment, the metapopulation behaves like a set of patches
that are only weakly coupled. If the dispersal radius is
small, then stochastic fluctuations in the distribution of
individuals will cause the recolonization of SI individuals
to occur in a patchy manner, instead of being contiguous
with the rest of the population. This leads to coexistence
of SI and SC alleles across the metapopulation.

In Fig 2a, we present the waterfall plot of a slice of the
population over time. The repeated cycles of colonization
and extirpation that occur in this dynamics can be seen
this Fig as vertical stripes (i.e, a choice of patches), under-
going the above sequence of replacements. Fig 2c shows
the average temporal cross-correlation of relative density
of various genotypes in the metapopulation as a function
of the population of outbred SC individuals. Moreover,
due to the stochastic nature of the recolonization of new
patches, we expect no long range (i.e, range much greater
than dispersal radius) spatial pattern to the distribution
of patches over time. This is because different parts of
the environment will be undergoing different phases of
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FIG. 2. Row 1: Coexistence at a metapopulation level driven by out-of-phase succession dynamics at a sub-
population level. Panel a: The waterfall-plot illustrating the population dynamics for dispersal radius of 512. The competitor
(black) is replaced by SI (red), succeeded by SC (blue), and then the competitor returns.
Panel b: Short-range correlation in the spatial auto-correlation of the SI population, without long-range periodicity.
Panel c: Temporal cross-correlation of relative population density, highlighting a characteristic local succession dynamics
without long-range temporal correlations. Patches cleared of competitors are invaded by SI, succeeded by SC, and eventually
replaced by the competitor.
Row 2: High dispersal and relaxed selection can reduce the population density of a species. Below Fthreshold, SI
alleles dominate, excluding competitors. In the range Fthreshold ≤ Finbred ≤ Fcompetitor, SI and SC alleles coexist through rock-
paper-scissors dynamics, reducing the focal species density. Above Finbred ≥ Fcompetitor, the focal species excludes competitors,
comprising SC-only individuals. Increased dispersal approximates well-mixed system dynamics without coexistence.
Panels d and e: Population density of focal species for two fixed dispersal radii
Panel f : Average focal species density against inbred fitness.
Row 3: Effect of dispersal radius on allele coexistence. Limited dispersal radius and Foutbred ≥ Fcompetitor ≥ Finbred ≥
Fthreshold lead to allele coexistence; otherwise, either SI or SC is fixed.
Panels g and h: Fraction of the focal species for two fixed dispersal radii.
Panel i: Fraction of the focal species at various dispersal levels with Fcompetitor fixed at 0.825.
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FIG. 3. SC alleles generate a barrier that prevents range expansion: This figure shows the population composition
in an environment with a fitness gradient. Going from the left edge of the environment to the right edge the fitness of the
inbred individuals increases from below the threshold to above that of the competitor. At the border between a permissive
and unfavourable environment, SC alleles exist primarily as outbred individuals in. Further into the permissive environment
where the inbred individuals are fitter than the threshold, the population is completely dominated by SC individuals. However,
the competitor species can completely eliminate the focal species. The constant influx of SC pollen from the barrier prevents
SI individuals from recolonizing the niche and displacing the competitor. The focal species dominates and gets reestablished
only when the fitness exceeds that of the competitor. The two panels panels show the effect the absence (upper panel) or
presence (lower panel) of a competitor can have in reducing the range of the species and increasing the apparent frequency of
self incompatibility.

the cycle independently. This can be seen in Fig 2b.

C. The temporal and spatial structure of the
Rock-Paper-Scissors cycle

In Fig 2f, we show the fractional population of focal

species i.e., (SI+SC)
SI+SC+O as a function of inbred fitness for

various dispersal radii holding the fitness of the competitor
fixed. Note in these plots the quantities are time and space
averaged and Foutbred is set to 1. In our simulation, we see
that as the dispersal radius increases, the total fraction
of focal species decreases. The decrease in the fraction of
the focal species with an increase in the dispersal radius
is caused by two processes:
a) Within a contiguous environment, if the radius of

dispersal is large for a given level of migration, it will be
harder to find a patch that is entirely cleared of the focal
species. In contrast, with a smaller dispersal radius, it will
be easier to find empty patches that can re-initiate the
cycle. This allows the SI alleles to establish a population
in areas that have been cleared of the focal species without
immediately being outcompeted by the SC alleles. Despite
larger dispersal radii resulting in a greater number of
re-seedings of SI individuals, the number of productive re-
seedings leading to a successful invasion is lower. This is
attributed to the fact that a proportionately larger patch
must be cleared before establishing a zone free of SC
pollen, causing the cycle to occur at a slower pace. This
will result in the average population of the focal species

being reduced due to a delay in the colonisation-expansion
phase.

b) The second process acts after a successful coloniza-
tion because a patch containing the focal species can only
grow until it couples with another patch containing SC
individuals, after which the population flows toward a
competitor-only state. The entry of an external SC allele
into a patch is facilitated with a larger dispersal radius,
causing the collapse of the focal species to begin sooner.

Next, we show the interaction between Fcompetitor and
Finbred on the fractional population of the focal species
in Fig 2d-e. We choose to depict two representative
radii corresponding to 128 and 1024 cells (note that the
total size of the environment is 16,384 cells) but confirm
that the qualitative pattern is robust to the choice of
radius. Notice that as the dispersal radius increases the
population density goes down. The two simple cases are as
follows: above the diagonal (Fcompetitor < Finbred) in 2d-e
the competitor is excluded, and when Finbred < Fthreshold,
we have a focal species-only state because SI dominates.
In the region where Fcompetitor > Finbred > Fthreshold (i.e.,
the rock-paper-scissors regime), we see that as Fcompetitor

and Finbred increase, the population of the focal species
declines. This is because higher Finbred leads to SI being
replaced by SC sooner followed by the invasion of the
competitor. As Fcompetitor increases, the SI re-invasion
becomes harder. We also see this playing out when we
look at a horizontal strip (i.e., holding Finbred constant).
The population of the focal species is greatest when there
is a competitor that is fit enough to purge the inbred
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individuals, but not so competitive that the SI cannot
re-establish itself.

In third row of Fig 2, we examine the the factors influ-
encing the SI fraction of the focal species. In Fig 2g-h,
the relative fraction of SI monotonically decreases with
Finbred and increases with Fcompetitor. This is because of
the reduction in the time spent where the SC individuals
dominate the population. Comparing panels g and h,
we see that SI faction increases with increasing dispersal
radius. In Fig 2i, we investigate the variation in the rela-
tive fraction of SI with changes in Finbred and dispersal
radius, while keeping Fcompetitor constant. As expected
from the process discussed in the previous section, an
increase in the dispersal radius leads to a decrease in the
relative fraction of SI. As the dispersal radius increases,
the population starts to behave like a well-mixed system
wherein the coexistence of the two alleles is reduced.

The overall interaction of the effects of dispersal rates,
inbreeding depression, and competitor fitness are summa-
rized in Fig 4. Lastly, it’s important to highlight that
at low dispersal radii, the threshold for SC invasion is
decreased. Further details on this is elaborated in the
supplementary material.

D. In the presence of environmental cline in fitness

High migration rates can suppress the population of
the focal species as discussed in the previous section. One
source of a high migration rate of SC into a rock-paper-
scissors environment will be where there is a cline in the
environment leading to the rock-paper-scissors regime
bordering an area where the focal species can grow sta-
bly. We examine a case where there is a cline in the
fitness and depict the results in Fig 3. At the point in
an environmental cline where the fitness transitions from
a regime of FThreshold > FInbred to FInbred > FThreshold,
population will transition from being dominated by SI
to SC. However, here SC alleles will be present primarily
as outbred individuals formed by the fertilization of SI
individuals with SC pollen. A short distance away from
this transition zone there will be a patch in which the
population of the focal species is suppressed by the com-
petitor. This happens because outbred SC individuals
that migrate from near the transition region with fitness
similar to SI will prevents the SC allele from being fully
purged. The presence of the SC individuals will then
prevents an out-breeding SI population from taking hold.
However, since inbred SC individual’s fitness is smaller
than the competitor, they are eliminated by the competi-
tor. This “wall” of SC individuals will spatially curtail
the focal species’s ability to expand into a patch where
it is nominally more fit than its competitors. Comparing
the two panels in Fig 3, it can be seen that the rock-
paper-scissors interaction causes the focal species to be
suppressed by the competitor.

FIG. 4. A simplified representation of the dynamics of
a GSI system in the presence of competitors and lim-
ited dispersal. When the condition Foutbred ≥ Fcompetitor ≥
Finbred ≥ Fthreshold is satisfied, there is coexistence of the two
alleles. Outside of this range, either SI or SC is fixed. Within
the zone of coexistence, as Finbred approaches Foutbred, the
population density of the focal species drops and the competi-
tor starts to dominate.

IV. DISCUSSION

Empirical data has shown that there is a great deal of
intra-species variation in the level of selfing across space
and time [24, 25]. While most theories predict that SI
and SC strategies will coexist only for a narrow range of
parameters [11, 12], we provide an additional mechanism
that might contribute to the observed pattern of mixed
mating strategies. Even in the presence of a temporally
and spatially homogenous selection regime, the cyclic
dominance between SI, SC and competitors can create
large variations in both the population size and selfing
rates when measurements are carried out at a scale much
larger than the dispersal radius of the plants.

On the surface, the metapopulation results of our model
go against the intuitions one would get from bakers law:
i.e., lower dispersal rates should be expected to lead to
greater mate limitation, which will in turn lead to SI
increasing instead of decreasing with well mixed environ-
ments. The reason for this deviation from intuition is
that, in our model we assume that immigration happens
in pulses of immigrants with a low, uniform probabil-
ity of a point in the perimeter of the simulated island
getting the pulse of immigrants. This will biologically
correspond to the stochasticity in the immigration being
driven by dynamics in environments far away from the
focal environment. If a much lower rate of immigration is
modelled by assuming that the seeds land as individuals,
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for a low enough migration probability, the system starts
to replicate the predictions of bakers law, where the lower
dispersal rates lead to greater SC instead of SI due to
mate limitation.

Recent work has revealed that there is no general trend
of selfing rate across populations of species when going
from the central to the peripheral zones[26]. However,
they did reveal that there was significant heterogeneity
between species on this metric.

In theory, numerous processes have been hypothesised
to increase selfing towards the margins of a species range.
Selfing can expand a species range through a variety
of ecological and bio-geographic factors. Beyond the
optimal habitat of the species, Allee effects (through
absolute mate limitation or pollinator limitation) can
sharply curtail the ability of SI individuals to establish
themselves. SC allows species to maintain a foothold in
or propagate a colonization wave into new habitats. In
addition to these effects, it has been proposed that gene
flow and outcrossing with a core population can reduce the
ability of adaptive gene combination from getting fixed in
peripheral zones. Additionally, certain kinds of stresses
can also reduce the in-breeding depression by capping the
growth of plants indiscriminately. These mechanisms all
predict that the margins of the species range cause an
enrichment of selfing.

In contrast to this effect, we find in this study that self-
ing can cause the limits of the species range by greatly cur-
tailing the habitable range of the species. In unfavourable
environments that reduce the fitness of the species, the
species can be driven extinct or its population be greatly
suppressed even if its fitness isn’t reduced below any com-
petitor’s. The key factor lies in stressors imposing just
enough constraint on the growth, thereby reducing the dis-
parity between SI and SC fitness. This reduction needs to
be just sufficient for SC to surpass the threshold Fthreshold.
Our model makes another counter intuitive prediction: In
highly permissive habitats, with no stressors to challenge
inbred plants, in-breeding depression can also be reduced.
This will also lead to the rock-paper-scissors dynamics
suppressing the population of the species. Taken together
this model predicts that there may exist a Goldilocks level
of stress for a species to thrive in a tangled bank. This
model predicts that relatively small disturbance to the
environment (e.g., climate change, habitat fragmentation)
can have a disproportionate impact on the population.
These human induced perturbations need not necessarily
directly harm the species; even alteration that nominally
increase the growth rate e.g., relieving nutrient limitation
can cause the population to collapse.

V. SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS

In this section, we extend the study beyond the pre-
viously explored rock-paper-scissors regime. Unlike the
main paper where we concentrate on the region where the
fitness of inbred individuals (Finbred) exceeds the thresh-

old (Fthreshold ∼ 0.38 ), here we relax this criterion.
First, let’s examine the model without the presence of

the competitor in a region whose size is comparable to the
dispersal radius. This small region of the environment can
be treated as approximately well mixed. In these patches,
our system’s dynamics can be analytically described using
the equation 1 which is a special case of the model in [11].

Gt+1 = rAGt (1)

where,

A =

 pI 0 0
1− pI

F
2 0

0 F
2 F

 and G =

 II
IC
CC

 . (2)

Here, r is the population growth rate of a population
composed entirely of II and r × F is the growth rate of
a population composed entirely of CC. Among the three
characteristic equations of A, two are trivial. The third
solution, however can be utilized to establish the Fthreshold

which turns out to depend on the initial conditions of the
population as follows:

II =
F 2

2F 2 − 3F + 1
(3)

IC

(IC + CC)
= 2F. (4)

We present the set of curves corresponding to different
initial conditions in Fig 5.
In the phase-space defined by Finbred and ρconnectedSC

(the local concentration of SC in a well connected patch),
the curve provides the value of Fthreshold as a function
of ρconnectedSC . The system’s dynamics transition around
curves and converge towards one of two fixed states. These
states are characterized by either the entire population
in the connected patches being exclusively composed of
SCs or solely composed of SIs. More specifically, if the
system lies above this curve, it will ultimately reach a
fixed point exclusively composed of SCs; conversely, if it
lies below this curve, the system will eventually reach a
fixed point exclusively composed of SIs. In this case, we
see that there is no coexistence of SC and SI strategies.
Next, we introduce the competitor species to this sys-

tem. The interaction dynamics between SC and SI indi-
viduals remain independent of the competitor’s presence.
This distinction from a classical rock-paper-scissors set-
ting is highlighted in III. The competitor’s impact on the
dynamics lies in determining whether, once the fixed point
mentioned earlier is reached, the competitor can either
replace or fail to replace the focal species. In the presence
of a competitor whose fitness falls between that of the
inbred and outbred focal species, reaching the fixed point
occupied by SC individuals results in the replacement of
the focal species by the competitor.

Now, the phase space can be divided into three regions,
as indicated in the left panel of Fig 5. The area below the
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FIG. 5. Left panel: The phase-space diagram and hysteresis: This figure provides an overview of different regions in the
Finbred and ρconnectedSC phase-space, detailing the dynamics within them. The red curves correspond to different initial values of
SC homozygosity. The system flows toward an SI-only population below these curves and toward an SC-only population above
them. The yellow region, emphasizing repeated rock-paper-scissors dynamics, is the primary focus of this paper. The red dots
along with the blue arrows illustrate the concept of hysteresis in this phase space, where the system, with the same Finbred

value, transitions to either an SI-only or SC-only state depending on its past condition.
Right panel: Limited dispersal reduces bistability in GSI: GSI systems show a region of bistability where either SI or
SC are evolutionarily stable. When dispersal is reduced, the increase in the local concentration of small perturbations causes the
system to lose it’s zone of bistability.
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curve (highlighted in pink) corresponds to the fixation
of SI. While SC can invade and disrupt this state, a
sufficiently large number of SC is needed to cross the curve
and flow into the other fixed state. The system therefore
stabilizes at the SI fixed point and is robust against small
perturbations (low levels of SC introduction). This state
is also resistant to competitors.

We can partition the region above the curve, where the
fixed point in the absence of a competitor is a popula-
tion of SC, into two segments: one where Finbred > 0.38
(highlighted in yellow) and another where Finbred < 0.38
(highlighted in green).

In the Finbred < 0.38 region (highlighted in green),
while a purely SC state is resistant to the invasion of
SI, the competitor can still replace the inbred SC. Once
the competitor entirely replaces SC, it in turn becomes
susceptible to invasion by SI from various patches in the
environment. SI takes over, resulting in a state of an ex-
clusively SI population. The system has now entered the
state in the pink region where it is stable to the introduc-
tion of competitors or small numbers of SCs. Thus, while
it is possible for the system to get stuck in an SC-only
state even with high inbreeding depression (green), the
presence of competitors allows a patch of focal species
to “reset” to the SI state in all cases with Finbred < 0.38.
This demonstrates a behaviour at the ecological scale
that mimics that which is seen in a macroevolutionary
timescale.

Contrasting this, the last region highlighted in yellow,
where the Finbred > 0.38 is the region where we have the
repeated cycles of rock-paper-scissors. This region is the
focus of our paper and has been explored in length using
numerical simulations of the system in section III.

The concentration dependant effects that have been
described above can be extended to analyse the effect
of limited dispersal on GSI systems. When dispersal
is limited, even a small number of individuals of any
type will have the effect of a much higher concentration
locally. In the right panel of Fig 5, we illustrate the
system’s behaviors with respect to the dispersal area
measured in the number of individuals and Finbred. When
Finbred > 0.38 (the green region), SI is unstable to even
a small introduction of SC and the system dynamics
enables SC invasion and fixation. If a suitable competitor
is introduced, this region will exhibit the rock-paper-
scissors dynamics discussed in the paper.

In the limit of a well-mixed system, i.e., a large dispersal
area, when Finbred < 0.38 (the grey region), the focal
species exhibits bistability . It can evolve into either an
exclusively SI population or an exclusively SC population,
and these states remain robust against small introductions
of SI or SC. An effect of the bistability is that once SC
is fixed in an island through any means, it will be very
hard for SI to invade. However, if a suitable competitor is
introduced, it will disrupt the SC stable state and allow SI
to invade. Once SI has taken over, it will now be resistant
to the invasion of SC. This effect can be seen in the very
bottom of Fig 2g-h, and the very left of Fig 2i, where the

population is entirely SI.
If the dispersal area is small, the region can be delin-

eated into two zones. In the region where 0.31 < Finbred <
0.38 (depicted in green), the region of bistability is re-
duced allowing small introductions of SC to invade an
SI population. The value of 0.31 comes from the Finbred

needed to prevent SC from invading when it is present
in an equal amount as SI in the population from Eq. 1.
When the dispersal radius is small, small amounts of
invading SC will experience a high local concentration
irrespective of how large the entire environment is. At the
“front” of an SC invasion, the SI and SC individuals will
be present approximately equally. This extends the zone
of rock-paper-scissors dynamics in the presence of a com-
petitor and can be seen in the increased coexistence for
low dispersal radii in Fig 2i. While it has been previously
shown[20, 27] that limited dispersal will negatively affect
the stability of SI through reduction in the diversity of S
alleles and by effectively reducing the marginal inbreeding
depression of SC due to the effects of bottlenecks, we show
that there is an additional effect that will destabilise SI
at low dispersal radii.

Finally, when dispersal is low and Finbred < 0.31 (shown
in pink), the reduced bistability allows SI to invade even if
SC is already fixed resulting in a stable SI-only population
even without the presence of a competitor. However,
this result may not be biologically relevant because low
dispersal rates will disproportionately penalise SI by its
effects on the diversity of S alleles and in the rest of the
genome. However, as shown in the rest of the paper, the
presence of competitor reduces the burden on SI’s ability
to directly replace an SC population.
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